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Renormalization group equations for the physical t matrix are written for quantum scattering with
some potentials singular at the origin in two and three dimensions.
The momentum-space perturbative
treatment of these scattering problems exhibits ultraviolet divergences and permits renormalization
leading to a scale. These equations yield the correct asymptotic behavior and some low-energy
Illustrations are made for the Dirac delta potential in two and three
properties of the t matrix.
dimensions.
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Renormalization
group (RG) equations [1,2] are very
practical for handling a host of divergent problems in
physics. In particular, these equations are easily derived
in quantum field theory in dealing with ultraviolet divergences in perturbative expansion, and have proved to
be extremely useful in applications to quantum electrodynamics and quantum chromodynamics.
The ultraviolet
divergences in perturbative quantum field theory can be
eliminated by renormalization to yield a scale [1 —3]. Except in some simple cases the renormalized perturbative
series cannot be summed and this makes it difficult to
draw conclusions about the full solution. The RG equations, on the other hand, yield many general properties of
this solution.
Ultraviolet divergences also appear in the nonrelativistic quantum mechanical scattering problem for potentials
with certain singular behavior at short distances [4 —9] in
two and three dimensions.
Renormalization of these potential models leads to a scale and finite physical observables [5]. In our dimension these divergences are absent.
Recently, there have been discussions on renormalization in configuration [7,8] and momentum [4,5, 9] spaces
for potential scattering with Dirac delta, contact, or zerorange potential. This potential is simple, local, and separable at the same time, and has been used in atomic, particle
[9,10], nuclear, and surface physics [7,8].
In this Letter, RG equations are written for potential
scattering with the Dirac delta potential in two and
three dimensions.
In both cases there are ultraviolet
divergences. In the two-dimensional case the ultraviolet
divergence is logarithmic in nature, whereas in the threedimensional case it is linear in nature. In both cases,
however, the renormalization
can be carried out in a
similar fashion and the RG equations written.
The one-dimensional delta potential has been frequently
used to model many physical systems. Because of the
above-mentioned ultraviolet divergences, the same is not
true of two- and three-dimensional
quantum scattering
with delta potentials.
However, the renormalization and
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RG equations of the present Letter for these problems will
allow one to use these potentials to model actual physical
systems, which are mostly two and three dimensional.
There is another interest in studying the nonrelativistic
scattering with delta potential in two dimensions.
This
problem can be considered to be a good model of the ultraviolet structure and high energy behavior of A@4 field
This is because
theory [2,7, 9] in (3 + 1) dimensions.
both problems have ultraviolet logarithmic divergences,
require regularization, are perturbatively renormalizable,
collapse for attractive interaction, but are asymptotically
free, etc. However, there is an important difference between (3 + 1)-dimensional quantum field theory and nonrelativistic potential scattering with delta potential. In the
simplest field theoretical model, because of creation and
destruction of particles one cannot go beyond the few lowest orders of perturbation theory. The nonrelativistic scattering problem with the delta potential in two dimensions,
on the other hand, can be solved analytically.
We shall
also study the nonrelativistic scattering problem with the
three-dimensional
delta potential. Both these studies will
allow one to understand most of the subtleties of renormalization and RG equations.
We discuss potential scattering with the delta potential.
This potential exists only in S wave, as the centrifugal barrier washes it out in all other partial waves. The partialwave Lippmann-Schwinger
equation for the scattering
amplitude T(p, q, k2) in 23 dimensions at c.m. energy k2
is given by

T(J'. i. k') = ~(s'. i) +

d

q

V(p', q)

x G(q;k )T(q, p, k ),
the free Green function G(q; k ) = (k —q +
in units 6 = 2m = 1, where m is the reduced
mass. The integrals in Eq. (1) and in the following
are over the relevant 5-wave phase space, e.g. , we take

with
i 0)

',
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d q = (2/n)q dq and d2q = q dq with q varying from 0
to ~. For the delta potential V(p', p) = A, and

I(k) =

T(p', p, k

)

f

=

'

[A

—I(k)]

(2)

d q G(q; k2). The integral I(k) possesses
1. For 23 = 3 (2) this
divergence for 23
divergence is linear (logarithmic) in nature. Finite result
for the t matrix of Eq. (2) can be obtained only if A ' also
diverges in a similar fashion and cancels the divergence
of I(k). In Eq. (2) AI(k) is the trace of the kernel of the
integral equation (1) and possesses ultraviolet divergence
for 23
1. The kernel of Eq. (1) is noncompact and it
does not have scattering solution.
Hence some regularization is needed to give meaning
to Eq. (1). This can be achieved via the following
regularized Green function involving a smooth cutoff
with
ultraviolet

)

)

A(oI ):
Gg(q, A;k )

=

(k

—q +

iO)

'

+

(A

k2+ A2
—q + iO)(A +

+ q')

= —[ln(A/Ap)],

23

= 2,

should be contrasted with the physical scale Ao. The
renormalized
t matrix will be independent
of p, . In
Eq. (7) the explicit dependence of the I matrix on both p,
and the renormalized coupling Az(p, ) has been exhibited.
~ in Eq. (6) leads
The limiting procedure implied by A
to the following definition for the renormalized coupling

~

~R(P):
A~'(p, )

=

(5)

=

[A

'(A) —Ig(k, A)] ',
(6)
GR(q, A;k ) is a convergent in-

where Iz(k, A) = d q
~, however, this integral develops the
tegral. As A
The quantity A '(A) of
original ultraviolet divergence.
Eqs. (4) and (5) has the appropriate divergent behavior,
~, and cancels the divergent part of IR(k, A). In
as A
Eq. (6) the redundant momentum labels p, p' of the t matrix have been suppressed, and the explicit dependence of
the t matrix on A has been introduced.
~ has to be taken in Eq. (6). With
Next the limit A
this regularization procedure one has for the renormalized
t matrix

f

T~(k, ItR(i ). P) = [~g'(I ) —4(k, I )] ',
where p, is the scale of the problem and emerges as a
result of renormalization.
The renormalization
scale p,

)j].

~

~R(I )

=

~(A

=

I )

This relation between the renormalized
coupling and
bare coupling depends on the regularization
scheme
used. Equations (4), (5), and (9) lead to the following
expressions for the renormalized couplings:

= —[IL +

Ap]

', 23 = 3,

(10)

= —[ln(p, /Ao)] ', 23 = 2.
The renormalized
related by

for two scales p, and p, o are

coupling

=3

I

=

~~

A~'(p) + lnp,

=

A~'(po) + lnpo, 23

~~'(I ) +

'(I

0)

+I

o

23

(12)

~

= 2.

Equations (12) and (13) relate the renormalized coupling
for two different scales p, and p, o and are the How
The How equations are independent of the
equations.
regularization scheme.
The present scattering model permits analytic solutions
for both 23 = 3 and 2. In these cases the exact renormalized t matrices of Eq. (7) are given by
TR(k, AR(p),

p) =

=

(

T(k, A)

p,

In Eq. (8), if integrals IR are evaluated and the trivial limit
~ taken, we get for both 23 = 3 and 2
A

AR(P, )

where Ao is the physical scale of the system and characterizes the strength of the interaction (compare with AQco
of the strong interaction). The renormalized t matrix will
be a function of Ao. The parameter Ao is positive for
23 = 2, but can also be negative for 27 = 3; in both cases
A). Consequently, for a fixed finite A, the t ma(IAoI
trix can now be written as

'(A) —[Ig(k, A) —Ip(k,

lim[A

(3)

(k
q )
With this Green function there is no ultraviolet divergence. The imaginary part of the Green function is unaffected by this procedure which guarantees unitarity. How~ has to be taken, which
ever, in the end, the limit A
will reduce the regularized Green function to the free
Green function. Finite results for physical magnitudes,
~, are obtained only if the coupling A is also reas A
placed by the so called bare coupling A(A), defined, for
example, by
A '(A) = —
[A + Ao], 23 = 3,
(4)
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[A~

(p) +

p,

+

ik], 23

=

[AR'(p) —ln( —ik/p, )] ', 23

3

= 2,

respectively.
Explicitly, using definitions (10) and (11)
for the renormalized coupling, these renormalized t matrices can be written as
TR(k, Ag(p), p, )

=

[ik

—Ao] ', 23 =

3

= [—ln( —ik/Ao)] ', 23 = 2.

(16)
(17)

These t matrices depend on the renormalized coupling
AR(p, ), but not on p„ that is, the explicit and implicit
[through AR(p, )] dependences of the t matrix on p, cancel.
Physics is determined by the value of AR(p, ) at an arbitrary
value of p, [7], or by the following p, independent
quantities:

A~

AR'(p) + p,

= —Ap

'

= In Ao, 23 = 2,

(p, )

+

ln p,

23

= 3,
(19)
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as can be seen from Eqs. (14)—(17). This p, independence of Eqs. (18) and (19) is consistent with liow
equations (12) and (13). One could have arrived at
the renormalized t matrices of Eqs. (16) and (17) from
Eqs. (14) and (15) using the p, independence of each side
of the liow equations (12) and (13). The functional relationship of T& on the physical scale Ao depends on the
regularization scheme. In the end the physical scale will
be identified with a physical observable and once this is
done T~ will be independent of the regularization scheme
[5]. Other regularization schemes can be used in place of
Eq. (3) [7,8]. Perturbative renormalization has been carried out in two dimensions for the delta potential [7].
The renormalized t matrix is independent of p„so
is invariant under the group of transformations
p,
exp(s)p„which form the RG. In the present case, as in
the 4@4 model, it is convenient to work in terms of the
dimensionless coupling, gz(p, ), defined by

—
= P~R(p),

gR(p)

23

= 3,

=
—AR(p, ), 23 = 2.
The renormalization
p,

(21)

of scale:

«(p), » = r" ~Tg(k, gR(&), &y '),
for both 23 = 2 and 3, so that

Tg(yk,
valid

y

TR(k, gg(p, ), p, )

dp

=

By

+

p,

Bp,

(31)

y

—P(gR)

BgR

(32)

=

with P(gR) given by Eqs. (27) and (29), for 23
3 and
2, respectively. RG equation (32) expresses the effect on
the t matrix of scaling up momentum by a factor y.
We now wish to find a condition for the solution to
Eq. (32). This equation expresses the fact that a change
in y can be compensated for by a change in gR. So
the following functional form can be postulated for the
r matrix [2]:

s

df(r) +

y
Bp,

+ P(gR)

TR(k gR(p),

Bgz

p)

(23)

where

P(g~)

= p ~gR(p)
Bp,

(24)

Equation (23) is the RG equation.
As the present problem permits analytic solution, the
constant P(gR) of Eq. (24) can be exactly calculated.
For both 23 = 3, and 2, P (gz) is a finite quantity
independent of p„and so are the different terms of the
RG equation (23). For 'D = 3, from Eqs. (20) and (24)
we have

P(gR)

=

p ~~R(p)
gR(p) + p

Bp,

With AR(p) defined by Eq. (10), we have
~ BAR(p) =
p'~&(p).
Bp
Then from Eqs. (20), (25), and (26) we have
P(gw)
Similarly, for 23

=

=

ga

+

gg, 23

2, from Eq.

~~R(p)
Bp,

=

= 3.

(11) we
~R(p)

(25)

= gR. 23 = 2.

(26)

(27)

have

f(y)
x?R(rk, gR p')

p),

dy

y

~g~(y)
&y

&gR(y)

0

~gR(y)

(

Br

(35)

)

where gR(y) is the so called running coupling constant.
Equation (35) can be solved for gR for both 23 = 3,
and 2. For 23 = 3, we have from Eqs. (27) and (35)

~gR(r)

2
= g~(r) + gR(y).
(36) between y = p, o and

Integrating Eq.
using Eq. (20), we obtain

(36)

For 23

=

=

y

~R(po)
Po) ~~ (Po)
(P
2, from Eqs. (29) and (35), we have
~g~(y)
p(

By
Integrating Eq. (38) between
using Eq. (21), we obtain
( )

(29)

(33)

Eqs. (32) and (34), the coefficients of 8/BgR

Comparing
lead to

(28)

Next an equation can be written down expressing the
invariance of the t matrix TR(k, gR(p, ), p, ) under a change

4574

gR(r),

( )

Then Eqs. (21), (24), and (28) lead to

P(gR)

= f(r)TR(k

that

01

P

p(BTR/Bp) between

+ (23 —2) TR(yk, gR(p), p) = 0,

TR(rk, g~(p), p)

0,

(30)

+ (23 —2) TR(rk, gq(p), p) = 0.

Eliminating the partial derivative
Eqs. (23) and (31) we have

condition is given by

d
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)

y

=

~~(po)

1

p, o and

—~~(po)»(p/po)

y

p, and

(37)

(38)

= p„and
(39)

Equations (37) and (39) are interesting consequences
of the RG equation (32). Equations (37) and (39) are
the previously derived liow equations (12) and (13). The
present consideration of the RG equation yields identical
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results, as the RG equation contains the information about
the renormalization condition in a subtle fashion. In both
two and three dimensions A&(p, ) increases with p, . Thus
if we start with a small Att(p, o) at a given scale p, o, the
effective coupling constant increases with p, as in the A@4
model [2]. With the increase of p, one can reach a large
enough AR(p, ) where perturbative treatment is not valid.
So by using the RG equation one can go from the case of
weak coupling to the case of strong coupling.
In the present problem one can write alternative RG
equations equivalent to Eq. (32). Next, we do this for
23 = 3. The 23 = 2 case can be worked out similarly.
We introduce a new physical scale a by

a
so that Eq.

= —I/Ao

(40)

(16) reduces to
Tg(k, a)

= [ik + I/a]

(41)

The physical scale a is now recognized to be the scattering
length. The name scale is justified as scattering length is
a measure of low energy scattering. This t matrix has
a bound-state pole at k = i/a = iAO —
and, for positive
(negative) a, 1/a2 is the bound (virtual) state energy in
this model. With definitions (20) and (40), one has the
identity

P(gR)

=—

~gR

+

(gR

gR)

Ba

BgR

—a

y

Ba

+

1

TR(yk, a)

= 0.

Equations (32) and (43) express the fact that the effect of
a change in y on TR can be compensated for by the effect
of a change in gR(p, ) or a, respectively. In principle,
the RG equation (32) can be solved to yield the exact
renormalized t matrix. However, it is illustrative to obtain
the asymptotic high energy behavior of this t matrix from
RG equations (32) or (43). At high energies Eqs. (32) or
(43) reduce to

y

aTR(y k)

+ T, (yk) = 0.
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